
Raymond is an associate in our commercial team based in Dublin. Raymond advises on data protection,
commercial contracts, SAAS, intellectual property, and competition issues for his clients. Raymond has
experience in both in-house and regulator side settings having spent time at TikTok and the Competition and
Consumer Protection Commission (the “CCPC”).  

Raymond has spent time in house at TikTok working on an intellectual property project as a trainee and has more recently spent six

months working as in-house counsel to the CCPC in the mergers division. Raymond was directly involved in legal advice relating to

several phase 2 banking mergers, and the second ever oral hearing relating to a phase 2 merger in Irish competition law.  

Raymond regularly advises on data protection and copyright matters and has a particular interest in large technology platforms and their

regulation which spans competition law, data protection, and IP issues.  
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"What we’ve particularly valued is their proactive approach. They don’t just respond to our needs; they anticipate them. Their preemptive
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Legal 500 EMEA 2024,guidance on potential legal hurdles has saved us time and resources, allowing us to focus on our core business functions."

Legal 500 EMEA 2024,

"In a market where legal firms can often seem indistinguishable, these individuals bring a unique blend of technical excellence, business

acumen, and personal engagement that sets them head and shoulders above the rest."

Legal 500 EMEA 2024,

"The legal team we’ve engaged truly distinguishes themselves through a combination of deep sector expertise and unparalleled

responsiveness. They have consistently demonstrated the ability to anticipate our needs, delivering results that go beyond standard legal

advice to provide strategic insight into our business challenges."


